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Coalescence scavenging:
how it works

Activation

Cloud condensation 
nuclei (CCN, r ∼ 0.1 µm)

Cloud droplets
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Coalescence events combine CCN

Drizzle drop [r ∼100 µm, formed from 
The coalescence of 1000 Cloud droplets]

Fallout and
evaporation

single (large) CCN  ⇒ loss of CCN number but not mass





“Background” (minimum imposed) cloud droplet 
concentration influences aerosol indirect effects

Quaas et al., AEROCOM (Atmos. Chem. Phys., 2009)                     Hoose et al. (GRL, 2009)

Low Nd background ⇒ strong Twomey effect
High Nd background ⇒ weaker Twomey effect

∆A ∝ ln(Nperturbed/Nunpertubed)
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Extreme coupling between drizzle and CCN



Ultra-Clean Layers – a common occurrence?

Accumulation 
mode

All particles

Ultra-Clean
Layer

Cloud

• Aircraft observations 
from VOCALS identified 
Ultra-Clean Layers (UCLs) 
at the level of the 
detraining cloud layer in 
ALL open cell cases 
(POCs) sampled

• In UCLs, CCN concs. are 
two orders of magnitude 
lower than those near 
the surface

• Coalescence scavenging 
is clear driver of UCLs

• Impacts of such low CCN 
on clouds unclear



Precipitation common at 
ENA from both deep and 

shallow cloud systems
• Cloud cover 60-85% all year, with low 

clouds dominant
• 50% of clouds precipitate (radar 

echoes > -15 dBZ)

Rémillard et al. 
(J. Climate, 2012)

Azores, CAP-MBL AMF 
Deployment [May 2009-Dec 2010]



CCN budget in the MBL

Budget accounts for:
• Entrainment
• Surface production (sea-spray)
• Coalescence scavenging
• Dry deposition
Budget does not account for:
• New particle formation and growth to CCN sizes – significance 

still too uncertain to include
• Advection



Production terms in CCN budget
FT Aerosol concentration

MBL depth

Entrainment rate

Wind speed at 10 m
Sea-salt 

parameterization-dependent
constant

We use Clarke et al. (J. Geophys. Res., 2007) at 0.4% supersaturation
to represent an upper limit



Loss terms in CCN budget: (1) Coalescence 
scavenging

Precip. rate at cloud base

MBL depth

Constant

cloud thickness

Wood, J. Geophys. Res., 2006

Comparison against results from 
stochastic collection equation (SCE) 
applied to observed size distribution



MBL mean CCN loss rates

Wood, J. Geophys. Res., 2006

Contours: MBL mean loss rates in [cm-3 day-1]

𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 = 𝐾𝐾𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣ℎ3/𝑁𝑁
(Van Zanten et al., 2005)

CCN loss rates depend 
strongly on cloud thickness 
(or equivalently LWP)



Dry deposition small compared with 
coalescence scavenging

Deposition velocity

wdep = 0.002 to 0.03 cm s-1  (Georgi 1988)
K = 2.25 m2 kg-1 (Wood 2006)

For PCB = > 0.1 mm day-1 and h = 300 m

= 3 to 30

For precip rates > 0.1 mm day-1, coalescence scavenging dominates



Steady-state CCN budget

• Concentration relaxes to FT concentration NFT + wind speed 
dependent surface contribution dependent upon subsidence 
rate (D zi)

• Precipitation sink controlled by precipitation rate at cloud 
base PCB

FREE TROPOSPHERIC CCN   

PRECIP. SINK

SEA-SPRAY PRODUCTION



Coalescence scavenging 
helps drive spatial
CCN/Nd gradient 

Wood et al. (J. Geophys. Res. 2012)

• Observed FT aerosol 
concentration

• Precipitation from CloudSat
estimates and aircraft

• Observed surface winds
• Nd gradients >500 km from coast 

driven by precipitation sinks
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Precipitation is primary 
driver of geographical 
variability in mean Nd

away from coasts

Wood et al. (J. Geophys. Res. 2012)

Budget model reproduces 
significant amount of variance in Nd
over oceans >500 km from coasts 
without aerosol source variability

Model (fixed FT aerosol)



• Identify low CCN events at 6hr 
mean CCN (SS=0.1%) below 20 cm-3

• Weak southerly flow associated 
with most events

• Favored during winter
• Link with marine cold air outbreaks

Climatology                Low CCN events
Wind Roses

Stemmler et al. (2015)

13 Dec 2009, 18 UTC 15 Dec 2009, 12 UTC 17 Dec 2009, 0 UTC

Low CCN events at ENA

Sea level pressure
[hPa]

Cold air outbreak 
index (Kolstad)
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ENA Cold Air Outbreak, 5-9 March 2014

Azores



Low CCN events have low Nd for 2-3 days prior 
to arrival at ENA

• Lower Nd values observed at ENA are typically present 2-3 days earlier
• Long timescale implies entire air masses with low CCN
• Such air masses tend to be associated with cold air outbreaks from 

eastern North America

Low CCN events
All cases
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Conclusions
• Droplet loss rates to coalescence scavenging in light precipitation 

from marine low clouds are significant and a major control on CCN

• Simple CCN budget model predicts cloud droplet concentrations in 
regions of persistent low level clouds with some skill, 
demonstrating importance of light precipitation for setting 
“background” Nd in the remote marine PBL

• Significant fraction of the variability in Nd across regions of 
extensive low clouds is likely related to drizzle sinks rather than 
source variability. Rates can be quantified with sensitive ARM 
radars

• Depleted CCN cases at ENA associated with extensive cold air 
outbreak air masses containing shallow open cell convection 



What can be done within the context of 
ASR/ARM?

• Test if observed relationships between precipitation and 
coalescence scavenging are represented in large scale models
– models need to represent aerosol mass and number separately

• Classify CCN variability as a function of air mass type to search 
for dominant causal factors

• Search for signatures of CCN/Nd loss rates on smaller scales 
within mesoscale cellular convection patterns observed at 
ENA (and e.g., in MAGIC)

• Apply large eddy simulations to establish credibility of simple 
expressions relating scavenging rates to cloud/precipitation 
properties 





Southern Ocean Annual Cycle

Wood et al. (2013)

• Marked annual cycle of 
Nd in low clouds over 
Southern Ocean

• Summer maximum 
likely biogenic (DMS?)

• In-situ and satellite 
observations consistent

• Summer maximum (70 
cm-3); Winter minimum 
(35 cm-3)

• Twomey effect 25%?
• Not well captured in 

models (e.g. CAM5) 
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